Dear Colorado Republicans,

With ballots arriving in your mailbox within the next week, feel free to pass this brief guide on to
others. In fact, when you cast your own vote, text 10 friends and make sure they've voted, too!

AMENDMENT 78: Endorsed by the Colorado Republican Party -- VOTE YES!
SYNOPSIS: Amendment 78 is one of the best ballot initiatives to hit Colorado in years. Right
now, Democrat Gov. Jared Polis and Democrat Attorney General Phil Weiser spend
federal funds like slush money, without transparency and accountability. Amendment 78 would
put their spending habits in the spotlight, insisting that these funds make their way through the
legislature, allowing citizens to see what their government is doing and have the opportunity to
testify for or against the spending. Whenever a ballot initiative proposes a higher level of
transparency and accountability in government, it's a no-brainer for the Republican Party!

Colorado Springs Gazette -- Editorial in Favor >>

Commitment to Colorado: Amendment 78 advances #8 on the Colorado Republican Party's
Commitment to Colorado: Bring Accountability and Transparency Back to Government! We are
proud to stand by this list of solutions for a better Colorado future. You can read the full
Commitment here: https://commitment2colorado.com.

PROPOSITION 120: Endorsed by the Colorado Republican Party -- VOTE YES!
SYNOPSIS: As the Denver Gazette says, "Cut taxes -- defy politicians!" Prop 120 gives
Coloradans the opportunity to pass -- as originally written -- the largest property tax cut in state
history. At the end of the 2020 legislative session, the Democrats attempted to cheat and stop
Prop 120 from giving voters this chance. However, despite their efforts, Prop 120 is on the
ballot and voters can defy the party who always raises their taxes (the Dems) and vote for this
cut.

Without a doubt, Prop 120 will cut property taxes on apartments and hotel rooms while
also allowing counties to offset "homestead" property-tax exemptions that benefit seniors and

veterans. If a constitutional challenge to the Democrats' attempt to circumvent Prop 120 wins
in court, ALL residential homes will receive a property tax cut. Either way, at a time when
housing in Colorado is becoming ever more unaffordable, this property tax cut is a welcome
relief.

Denver Gazette -- Editorial in Favor >>

Commitment to Colorado: Prop 120 advances #1 on the Colorado Republican Party's
Commitment to Colorado: Make Colorado Affordable! We are proud to stand by this list of
solutions for a better Colorado future. You can read the full Commitment
here: https://commitment2colorado.com.

Thanks for casting your votes in favor of Prop 120 and Amendment 78 and for reminding your
friends and family to do the same! Together, we'll work to advance a better future for the state
we love.

Sincerely,

KBB
Chairwoman | Colorado GOP

